Data from e' e-annihilation into hadrons at 4.8 GeV center-of-mass energy were used to search for charmed mesons in the mass range 1.5 to 4.0 GeV/c'.
a-, X-. We present upper limits for the in&siGe &o&ion cross section times the branching ratio for charmed mesons having these decay modes. -2--Since the discoveries of the Ji(309j)l, the jr(3684)2 and the broad enhancement? at 4.15 GeV center-of-mass energy (Em) in the total -Icross section for e e-annihilation into hadrons, there has been renewed interest in determining whether the increase in R = a(e+ e-+hadrons)/ a(e+ e--3 p + cl-) is associated with the onset of charmed particle 4-7 production.
In order to search for inclusive production of charmed mesons, we looked for narrow peaks in the invariant mass distributions of the -+ following combinations of particles:
These are expected to be dominant decay modes of the conjectured charmed mesons D*, Do, and F+ 4,7-11 .
We have used the data from hadron production by e+ e-annihilation at E = 4. All particles associated with an event vertex were used in forming + the combinations.
For the n+ n-and r(+ nIc-X-combinations and the K+ Kcombinations each particle was assumed to have the mass of a charged -+ pion or a charged kaon. For K+ TC-the combination was entered twice in the mass histogram --once for each of the two possible particle mass -+ + assignments.
For K+ z-IT-combinations the particle with charge opposite + that'of the other two particles in a three-particle, charge -1 combination was assigned a kaon mass. No attempt was made to identify charged kaons The invariant mass resolutions and detection efficiencies for particles having the decay modes considered were calculated using a Monte
Carlo program which incorporated the geometric acceptance, the trigger efficiency, and all other known inefficiencies of the detector. Also included was the momentum resolution, which was measured to be u(p)/p = 1.6 p '$ + 0.6 $6 added in quadrature, where p is the momentum in GeV/c. Therefore one would not expect the rise in R to be due to production of charmed mesons which have large branching ratios for decays into four or more hadrons.
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